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For the major broadcast networks, the heyday of madefor-TV movies was 20th Century programming like The
ABC Movie of the Week and NBC Sunday Night at the
Movies. But with changing economic times and the race
for ratings, the networks gradually dropped made-for-TV
movies while basic cable embraced the format,
especially the Hallmark Channel (with its numerous
Christmas-themed movies) and the Syfy Channel (with
its array of shark attack movies and other things that go
bump in the night). From the waning days of the
broadcast networks to the influx of basic cable TV
movies, this encyclopedia covers 1,370 films produced
during the period 2000-2020. For each film entry, the
reader is presented with an informative storyline, cast
and character lists, technical credits (producer, director,
writer), air dates, and networks. It covers the networks
(ABC, CBS, Fox, Ion, and NBC) and such basic cable
channels as ABC Family, Disney, Fox Family, Freeform,
Hallmark, INSP, Lifetime, Nickelodeon, Syfy, TBS and
TNT. There is also an appendix of "Announced but
Never Produced" TV movies and a performer's index.
Chinese translation of Richard Peck's "A Year Down
Yonder." This Newbery Medal winner is the sequel to
another Newbery Honor book A Long Way from Chicago.
Mary Alice is sent to her feisty grandma's house for a
year. A hilarious yet poignant story about love.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Before I Go

Alyssa Gideon is a young wife, who struggles to
cope with the emotional impact and unpredictable
timing of her husband's new diagnosis of epilepsy.
How will she ever overcome the stresses and fears
that fill her mind? Alyssa has always longed to live
the life of the typical American dream. Marrying at
the young age of nineteen has already stacked the
odds against her. Now, she must set aside her own
needs to attend to her husband and small children.
When her husband loses his high paying job due to
his seizures, she must find a meager paying job to
support the family. After disobeying doctor orders not
to drive, her husband (Thomas Gideon) goes into a
seizure behind the wheel – injuring their young
daughter, Chelsea. Alyssa is consumed with every
mother's deepest fears as she watches her own
baby girl fight to live. She then faces one of the
toughest decisions of her life - choosing between the
one she loves or leaving the marriage for the
physical and emotional well-being of her children.
She tries to walk away from the marriage; however,
love keeps her holding on. Will she sacrifice love or
learn to cope in the midst of her fears?
Colt JacksonShe may have gotten away once
before, but I'll never let her out of my sight again.I'm
going back to my shithole hometown to reclaim what
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I lost, to take that sweet innocent redhead and finally
do everything I wanted to do to her ten years
ago.Losing is part of the game...but so is fighting to
the death for what you want.Riley Weston'The
Quarterback and the Cocktail Waitress'...I can see
the headlines now. But here he is in front of me, in
all his beautiful 6' 5'' tall muscular glory...My legs
start to tremble beneath me as I lock eyes with him.
A warm rush of need spreads through my body, and
it hits me all at once that this is happening. This is
really happening... I'm about to strip down to the lacy
bra and panties I bought especially for this occasion,
go back out there, and give myself to the man who
first taught me what pleasure was. A man I've
wanted for years, but never dreamed of having
again. A man whose cut body and godlike face have
graced my most guarded fantasies more times than
I'm willing to admit. A man who is many things... but
certainly not my husband.I meet my own wild-eyed
gaze in the mirror, barely recognizing myself. This is
not the woman I've spent the better part of a decade
trying to be. For years, I've done my best to be the
perfect daughter, girlfriend, and finally, wife. I made
a vow to be faithful to my husband, in good times
and bad... no matter what sexy specters from my
past happen to reappear. Don't I owe it to my
husband--and to myself--to keep those sacred
promises?I would never have dreamed of sleeping
around behind my husband's back. But if he really
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didn't want me to be with other men, he wouldn't
have made the callous offering of my body in the first
place. He dashed our vows to pieces the moment he
gave the man in the next room carte blanche to have
his way with me--I'm just making good on his offer.
After all, it's not really cheating if your husband gives
you permission, now is it?Quarterback Cuck is a
Second Chance Sports Romance - Full Length - No
Cliff
This reference work is a chronicle of all the first run
entertainment programs broadcast from January 1 to
December 31, 2009. Included are series, TV movies,
aired pilots, specials, miniseries and Internet series.
Alphabetically arranged entries provide casts,
storylines, production credits, networks, broadcast
dates, and excerpts from newspaper reviews. New
to this volume is a listing of the highlights of the year
and coverage of all the unaired pilots produced for
the 2008–2009 season.
Silver Coyle thought she was doing the right
thing—see something, say something. Now she finds
herself kidnapped, chained to a pipe in the hull of a
ship, and on a collision course with death. Her only
chance of rescue is from the one man she never
wants to see again—Weston Beil—the know-it-all
former SEAL. He’s bossy, arrogant, and sexy all
wrapped up in a tough-guy package. Untouchable.
But that doesn’t stop the man from sending shivers
of excitement racing down her spine. Weston Beil
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didn’t want to be right, he didn’t want to say I told
you so, but there it was—the beautiful Silver was
caught in the middle of a drug war just like he’d
warned. The woman was headstrong and stubborn.
She tested his limits, pushed his buttons, and set his
body on fire. Weston had a plan, he was prepared to
use everything in his arsenal to prove to Silver she
was his. Only there’s a glitch in Weston’s
plan—Silver might not stay alive long enough for him
to claim his treasure and convince her he’s fallen in
love. "Riley Edwards is the queen of suspense! She
knows just how to grab a reader and not let go! I
recommend every single one of her books!" ~Susan
Stoker, NYT Bestselling Author What are readers
saying about Gemini Group: "I absolutely love the
guys in the Gemini group." Goodreads Review "I
can't wait to read the next book in this series."
Goodreads Review "And the guys of Gemini
Group..love them. The brotherhood and how they
included Kennedy is one of their own. They are
amazing and can’t wait to read their books. Next is
Weston and Silver and by the little taste we got I
know it’s going to be awesome. " Island Girl
Romance Reads. "Love this author. She’s on my
auto-buy list because I know as soon as I start
reading the first few sentences that I am going to get
sucked right in." Goodreads Review Topics: romantic
suspense, contemporary romance, military romance,
romantic suspense series, mystery, funny romance,
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modern romance, small town romance, Navy SEAL
romance, smart romance, suspense romance,
lighthearted romance, hot romance, riley edwards,
riley edwards romance, rebels romance, sexy,
heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love
books, kissing books, emotional journey,
contemporary, contemporary romance, romance
series, long series, long romance series, Navy, navy
series, former military, cop, police officer, policeman,
cop romance, wealthy hero, sassy, strong heroine,
captivating romance, hot, hot romance, Mercenary
romance, action and adventure, action romance,
veteran, former soldier, soldier, romantic, Navy
SEAL, military romance, Emotional, HEA, happily
ever after romance Other readers enjoyed books by:
Susan Stoker, Caitlyn O'Leary, Maryann Jordan,
Dale Mayer, Lynn Raye Harris, Cat Johnson, Alexis
Abbott, Meli Raine, Nicole Elliot, Lori Ryan, Meghan
March, Kristin Ashley, Kris Michaels, Brittney Sahin,
Sharon Hamilton, Cora Selton
Genetics, radioactive spiders, mutation following
tainted energy drinks. No one knows what triggered
teens to suddenly get powers. Abilities emerge, first
sought, then destroying lives with only one link
between those effected. Their birthdays all end in
double zeroes. Riley Weston wished he could be an
awkward kid in high school, but life had other plans.
The aberration laws made all around him suspect
until the wheel of fate turned to point her arrow at
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him. At first, being labeled an aberration would get
you locked away for the greater good. When it was
discovered children born in the year two-thousand
are the only ones getting powers, no one is immune.
Even if your powers have yet to emerge. The
government is set on owning all those in possession
abilities. For Riley, a camp, ran by aberrations,
hides, trains, and keeps them safe. But the world
wants their powers. To meld them into a force no
army could defeat. Riley, and those like him, now
walk the world scared, angry and afraid. Which is not
the combo you want with unlimited powers. Can
Riley learn to control his gift before outside forces
find him? Or before inside sources give away more
than just him, but the whole camp.
"Madison Henry has been skating almost as long as
she's been walking. She is living her dream and on
her way to the Olympics. She's had only one friend
since she was six years old, Jack. Now at sixteen,
she's completely oblivious to his deep feelings for
her. There has been no time for anything but skating
for as long as she can remember. When tragedy
strikes unexpectedly, Madison is forced to look at
her life in a different way ... and accept one without
skating."--Jacket.
The information herein was accumulated of fifty
some odd years. The collection process started
when TV first came out and continued until today.
The books are in alphabetical order and cover shows
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from the 1940s to 2010. The author has added a
brief explanation of each show and then listed all the
characters, who played the roles and for the most
part, the year or years the actor or actress played
that role. Also included are most of the people who
created the shows, the producers, directors, and the
writers of the shows. These books are a great
source of trivia information and for most of the older
folk will bring back some very fond memories. I know
a lot of times we think back and say, "Who was the
guy that played such and such a role?" Enjoy!
Ella Fitzgerald was one of America's greatest jazz
singers. This volume is as complete a discography of
her recorded songs as currently seems possible to
compile. This volume also contains a complete
discography (1927-1939) for drummer and
bandleader Chick Webb, with whom Ella began her
recording career in 1935. Part One includes a
chronological listing of all known recorded
performances of both Chick Webb and Ella. Part
Two gives the complete contents of Ella's LPs and
CDs, including track listings, titles (with lyricists and
composers) and timings. Part Three is an annotated
alphabetical listing of all songs contained on all of
Fitzgerald's records, with detailed information on
each song's composer, lyricist, and history. Reviews
of the movies in which Ella appeared and surveys of
her career with the Decca, Verve and Pablo music
companies are included. The book also has an index
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of album and CD recordings, and composers,
lyricists and musicians.
Includes the public apologies of celebrities and
politicians such as Christian Slater, Tori Spelling, Bob
Packwood, and Mike Tyson.
Interviews and discussions with a representative group
of female television producers, looking at how each of
them entered the business, how they advanced, and
what obstacles they encountered and overcame.
Known for a voice as mellow as his moniker, "The Velvet
Fog," Mel Torme was an accomplished vocalist, pianist,
drummer, songwriter, arranger and author. Leaving a
recording legacy of jazz and popular music, his death in
June 1999 ended an entertainment career spanning over
sixty years. This comprehensive discography is intended
not only for the Torme enthusiast, but the casual fan as
well, who may only know Torme for his Night Court
television appearances or as vocalist and co-writer of
"The Christmas Song (Chestnuts Roasting on an Open
Fire)," which was first recorded by Nat "King" Cole.
Included are a selective chronology providing the
highlights of Torme's career as an entertainer; notes on
record issues, recording dates, session numbers, takes,
musicians and arrangers; lists of all musical releases by
label and category; "hits" and awards; and indexes of
song titles and musicians. Films, short subjects, stage
appearances, and television work (recorded on video) in
which he acted, performed musically, or served as a
contributor are noted, as are books that Torme wrote, or
to which he contributed.
Mickey Rooney Was Right is D.W. Paones
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autobiography with the emphasis on his quest to achieve
success as both a writer and assistant cameraman in the
entertainment industry. However, no matter how hard he
tried, and he tried very hard, long-term success in both
these aspects of the industry continued to elude him.
While he had the opportunity to work on Law & Order
and a handful of other high-profile jobs, and even sold a
joke to Jay Leno, his career was a roller coaster ride of
highs and lows in a fickle industry with no rhyme or
reason. This book is for anyone who has attempted, or
even considered a career in the entertainment industry,
or followed a dream even when logic and those around
him said to stop.
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